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The attractive tax benefits of flow-through limited partnerships (LPs) along with the prospects of hitting it big on a concentrated pool of
junior resource names have made these issues appealing offerings to some investors. We are barely into 2019, but issuers have taken the
usual route of bringing a number of them to market.
The purpose of this piece is to outline the basic dynamics of flow-through LPs and to provide insight into how they can be beneficial to
investors. Additionally, an overview of the products that are available to iA Securities advisors at the moment is provided.
Table I: Industry Wide Flow-Through LP Assets Raised Historically
Year

Total Flow-Through LP Assets Raised

Year

Total Flow-Through LP Assets Raised

2005
2006

$1.2 billion
$1.7 billion

2012
2013

$0.6 billion
$0.4 billion

2007

$2.0 billion

2014

$0.4 billion

2008

$1.0 billion

2015

$0.3 billion

2009

$0.5 billion

2016

$0.2 billion

2010

$0.9 billion

2017

$0.2 billion

2011

$1.1 billion

2018

$0.2 billion

Source: iA Securities

The Basics
Flow-through shares are common shares issued by Canadian mining, oil and gas or certain types of renewable energy companies. The
purpose of the proceeds received is to finance exploration activities. Although companies of any size can issue flow-through shares, it is
typically only the junior players that do so.
After issuing shares and receiving capital from investors, these companies renounce certain exploration expenses to investors, and these
expenses are generally fully deductible against all income sources. Apart from the flow-through share agreement and associated tax
benefits, flow-through shares are identical to non-flow-through shares of the same class.
While investors may purchase individual flow-through securities themselves, a more convenient way to access these issues and to get the
accompanying tax benefits is through a limited partnership. Flow-through LPs allow investors to access the expertise of money managers
who have experience in this space while fully retaining the tax benefits that come with these securities.
Note that all LPs will be predominantly mining focused moving forward. This is because traditional oil and gas companies are no longer
able to offer Canadian Exploration Expenses (CEE) equivalent deductions. As of January 1, 2019, oil and gas firms are limited to Canadian
Development Expenses (CDE) only, which have a different tax treatment. A further explanation of the mechanics is found later in this
piece.
There are two primary advantages to using an LP to access the flow-through space. First, professionals who are specialists in the areas in
which the LP invests manage the money. Second, the pool of securities that underlies the LP is diversified. Granted, sector risk still exists,
but in the event that a single security goes to zero, not all is lost for the LP as plenty of other names are left to pick up the slack. In addition,
the seemingly simple task of building a diversified basket of individual flow-through securities may be more difficult than it seems for retail
investors.
It is worth noting that flow-through shares do not achieve their tax benefits through the exploitation of loopholes, rather, specific
provisions within the Income Tax Act make these tax benefits possible. These are not tax shelters where there is a risk that the CRA will

come down and rescind all tax benefits on a retroactive basis if something is not up to snuff or if the Feds simply want to squeeze even
more cash from investors.
History
Flow-through shares have existed in one form or another since 1954. They came into being in order to help certain resource companies
finance Canadian-based exploration projects. Resource firms could transfer certain exploration expenses to investors, who in turn could
deduct these expenses against their own resource income. The federal budget of 1983 enhanced the program by allowing the deduction
of exploration expenses against any income. This immediately increased the relevance flow-through securities had for retail investors.
Flow-through LPs were pioneered by CMP in 1984.
Nuts and Bolts
Flow-through LPs generally come to market via a syndicated deal involving multiple investment dealers. These are “blind pool” offerings,
meaning the actual companies the money manager plans to pursue are not specified (although they must be flow-through securities, of
course). Once the deal has closed, the general partner (manager) uses the net proceeds of the deal to purchase the flow-through shares
of a number of resource companies. All money raised has to be put to work by December 31 of the year in which it was raised, and most
flow-through LPs are offered early in the year in order to give the portfolio manager enough time to ensure that the money raised is
deployed by the end of the year. Even after all of the money has been placed, it is not uncommon for a flow-through LP to hold fewer
than ten names.
When the general partner decides it is ready to make a flow-through investment in a company, it is typically required to pay a premium
to the prevailing market price of the company’s shares. This is so because the flow-through arrangement means the company is potentially
giving up some tax benefits of its own, for which it has to be compensated. Flow-through shares of mining companies generally move at
a 10% to 20% premium, while shares of energy companies, which often are cash flow positive or even profitable, go for a premium in the
20% to 25% range.
The tax savings for investors come after the resource companies renounce their Canadian Exploration Expenses (CEE) to the LP. The CEEs
are then passed on to investors in the LP. Canadian Exploration Expenses, which are fully tax deductible when in investors’ hands, are
broadly defined and encompass most exploration and development expenses incurred by firms exploring and developing mineral or oil
and gas assets in Canada. The total amount of expenses incurred by a company under a flow-through share agreement must not exceed
the dollars received by the firm for the particular flow-through shares.
Investors receive a substantial amount of their original investment back in the form of tax savings. Depending on the investor’s marginal
tax rate, these tax savings could come in at close to half the original investment. It is also important to note that because of the tax
deductions, the adjusted cost base for the LP can be reduced to zero or very close to zero.
Once the tax deductions have been claimed, investors will retain their stake in the LP and the general partner will continue to run the LP
until it has been dissolved. The total holding period for the LP is generally 18 to 20 months, after which point the assets will be rolled into
a mutual fund where liquidity is available. Prior to rollover, no liquidity is available for LP investors.
For its services, the typical compensation for the general partner is a 2% annual management fee plus a performance fee of 20% of any
increase in value over a specific threshold. For instance, if LP units are issued at $25, a prospectus might say that a performance fee is
payable on the amount by which the NAV per unit exceeds $28. The performance bonus is typically calculated just before the assets are
rolled over.
Only IIROC-registered advisors are permitted to sell prospectus-issued flow-through LPs.
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Figure I: Flow-Through LP Basics

The Tax Benefits
The tax advantages available via a flow-through LP are reasonably easy to understand and they are fully disclosed and described in the
prospectuses of the products themselves. Table II provides a sample scenario. (Offering documents should be consulted for more specific
tax-related numbers. Table II is for illustrative purposes only.)
Table II: Sample Flow-Through LP Tax Savings Scenario
Assumed Marginal Tax Rate
Investment

2019
45%
$5,000

2020 and Beyond
45%
$ -

$5,000

Tax savings from deductions

($2,441)

($239)

($2,680)

Capital gains tax
Total Net Income Tax Savings

Total

$39

$145

$184

($2,402)

($94)

($2,496)

Money at risk
Break-even level
Downside protection

$2,504
$3,231
35%

Source: iA Securities

The column furthest to the right in Table II is the most important. The assumption is that the investor moves $5,000 into the LP. Using
that figure, the total tax savings comes in at $2,496.
The initial investment minus the tax savings equals the investor’s money at risk. Perhaps more important to the investor is the break-even
level. This is calculated by taking the money at risk figure and dividing it by one minus the product of the marginal tax rate of 45% (which
is now far from the reality in many jurisdictions) multiplied by the capital gains tax rate in the year of disposition, which is assumed to be
50%. The adjusted cost base of the portfolio is assumed to be zero, and therefore all proceeds at disposition are taxed as capital gains.
The aforementioned calculation essentially grosses up the money at risk. The calculation will therefore look like this:
$2,504 / (1 - (0.45 x 0.5)) = $3,231
What that number means is that the value of the initial investment can drop from $5,000 to $3,231 before the investor loses a penny on
an after-tax basis. This implies an embedded level of downside protection of 35%.
The Rollover Process
Under normal circumstances, an investor in a flow-through LP is locked in (i.e., has no liquidity whatsoever) until the expected date of
rollover into a mutual fund. The lock-up period is typically 18 to 20 months, although some offerings target a slightly shorter duration.
Assets are then rolled into a mutual fund, which is typically resource oriented, and investors receive fund units one to two months
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following the rollover. This one to two month window exists to ensure the manager has sufficient time to make any changes to the
portfolio where needed without being forced to trade or sell any securities too quickly in the market, thereby putting unnecessary
downward pressure on the fund’s NAV. This rollover takes place on a tax-deferred basis, but once the mutual fund units are redeemed, a
capital gain equal to the redemption amount is incurred. Again, this is because the ACB of the units is zero.
Assets that get rolled into funds usually don’t stay there for long. A common practice of many investors is to recycle assets that get rolled
over into a fund into a flow-through LP that is available for the current year.

Primary Risks
Volatility
A key consideration before any flow-through investment is made should be the fact that the level of volatility associated with such
securities can be extreme. The volatility consideration is two pronged. First, individual flow-through securities tend to be small cap in
nature. To compound that, these companies play in sectors that are driven very much by commodity prices, which themselves can be very
volatile. Accessing the space through a limited partnership will certainly reduce unsystematic individual security risk, however, the
structure does nothing to address the fact that we are dealing with micro/small cap resource companies.
Liquidity
Liquidity affects flow-through LPs in two ways. As mentioned earlier, an investor is required to hold an LP until the partnership is dissolved.
Again, this does not typically occur for 18 to 20 months after the time of purchase. In addition, the companies that underlie the LP may
be highly illiquid themselves, meaning the manager may have difficulty moving into or out of positions in a timely manner.
Using Flow-Through LPs in a Portfolio
The implications of adding exposure to a basket of junior resource companies to a portfolio should be considered equally, if not more
seriously, than the tax implications of an investment in a flow-through LP, especially if the investment in the LP is significant. The ability
and willingness of an investor to add a high volatility product to his or her portfolio must not be overlooked. Adding a flow-through LP to
an already resource-heavy portfolio simply to take advantage of the tax benefits of such a strategy is an approach we suggest investors
take with extreme caution.
The benefits of using flow-through LPs are at their greatest when utilized by investors that are subject to the highest marginal tax rate.
This could be on the corporate or individual level, and it could include recipients of large one-time lump sum payments.
Better Understanding the Benefits
In the scenarios laid out below, we run through three potential outcomes for a hypothetical investment in a flow through LP. In each case
we assume the units are redeemed immediately after the rollover event. The numbers presented are net of all fees and expenses and a
45% marginal tax rate is assumed in all scenarios.
Scenario 1: Proceeds at rollover equal initial investment:
Here, from a cash flow standpoint, the investor is breakeven. $5,000 goes into the flow through initially and $5,000 comes out when the
rollover takes place. However, the net benefit from an after tax standpoint is $1,371. Therefore, even though the real value of the
investment didn’t budge, the investor in this case experienced a 27.4% after tax gain.
Cash Outlay
Purchase

Proceeds

($5,000)

Sale of Units After Rollover

Tax Savings*

Capital Gains Tax

$2,496
$5,000

Out of Pocket Cost
($2,504)

($1,125)

$3,875

Net Benefit

$1,371

After Tax Return

27.4%

*during the duration of the LP holding period

Scenario 2: Proceeds at rollover show a gain over initial investment:
In this case, the securities in the flow through portfolio do very well, leading to a significant increase in the value of LP units. Upon rollover,
units doubled in value, but note that the after tax return is marginally higher.
Cash Outlay
Purchase

Proceeds

($5,000)

Sale of Units After Rollover

Tax Savings*

Capital Gains Tax

$2,496
$10,000

Out of Pocket Cost
($2,504)

($2,250)

$7,750

Net Benefit

$5,246

After Tax Return

104.9%

*during the duration of the LP holding period
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Scenario 3: Proceeds at rollover show a loss versus initial investment:
Here, the initial investment was $5,000 and the proceeds at the time of the rollover were $3,000. That’s a 40% decline in the value of the
investment. The tax benefits that come with an investment in flow through shares, however, mean this investor’s after tax loss amounts
to a much more manageable 3.6%.
Cash Outlay
Purchase

Proceeds

($5,000)

Sale of Units After Rollover

Tax Savings*

Capital Gains Tax

Out of Pocket Cost

$2,496

($2,504)

$3,000

($675)

$2,325

Net Benefit

($179)

After Tax Return

-3.6%

*during the duration of the LP holding period

Other Considerations
Tax Forms
Investors receive T5013 tax receipts indicating their investment in a flow-through LP. It is important to note that these forms are generally
available around the end of March each year, which is later than when most other tax receipts are issued.
Table III: Flow-Through LPs Available Today LPs Available Today or Soon to IIROC-Registered Advisors
Issue Size
Minimum
Maximum

Issue

Mgt. Fee*

Perf. Bonus**

Unit Price

Probity Mining 2019 Short Dur. Flow-Through LP - National Cl A Units^

N/A

N/A

$1.5M

$20MM

$10

Probity Mining 2019 Short Dur. Flow-Through LP - National Cl F Units^

N/A

N/A

$1.5M

$20MM

$10

Probity Mining 2019 Short Dur. Flow-Through LP - Québec Cl A Units^

N/A

N/A

$1.5M

$5MM

$10

Probity Mining 2019 Short Dur. Flow-Through LP - Québec Cl F Units^

N/A

N/A

$1.5M

$5MM

$10

Probity Mining 2019 Short Duration Flow-Through LP - BC Cl A Units^

N/A

N/A

$1.5M

$5MM

$10

Probity Mining 2019 Short Duration Flow-Through LP - BC Cl F Units^

N/A

N/A

$1.5M

$5MM

$10

CMP 2019 Resource Limited Partnership

2%

20% over 12%

$5M

$50M

$1,000

Maple Leaf Short Dur. 2019 Flow-Through LP - National Cl

2%

20% over 12%

$2.5M

$10M

$25

Maple Leaf Short Dur. 2019 Flow-Through LP - Quebec Cl

2%

20% over 12%

$2.5M

$15M

$25

Ninepoint 2019 Flow-Through Limited Partnership
2%
N/A
$5M
$60M
$25
* Excludes annual operating expenses service fee
** Performance bonus shown as percentage received by manager over hurdle return (where applicable)
^Class P units entitled to an allocation of income of 30% of the balance of cumulative ordinary income that exceeds the amount equal to the gross proceeds
Source: iA Securities, company filings

The Bottom Line
The flow-through LP space is one of the few areas of the Canadian investment universe that offers individuals a real tax break. These
professionally managed pools spread risk across a number of individual flow-through securities, and although volatility can be high and
liquidity is typically non-existent for 18 months to close to two years following an investment, the tax benefits of these products are
tangible. Furthermore, because these benefits are written into the Income Tax Act, legislation would have to change before they could
disappear.
The suitability of these products, given their nature, should be the primary consideration for potential investors. From a compliance
standpoint, these securities will generally be assigned a risk rating of HIGH and an investment objective of SPECULATIVE. Investors should
also understand that the performance of these LPs will be driven by the sector composition of the portfolio and the corresponding
performance of those sectors. In 2019 and moving forward, LPs will be predominantly mining focused.
The tax benefits of flow-through LPs are powerful, especially for investors in the highest tax bracket, but we strongly recommend that
individuals consult with a tax expert before moving money into these products.
For further information on any of the deals noted in Table III, please contact:
Richard V. Kassabian, CFA
Equity Capital Markets, Structured Products
Industrial Alliance Securities Inc.
416-864-2634 office
416-471-9761 mobile
richard.kassabian@iagto.ca
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Investment Recommendation Rating System
Recommended List:

The list presents a selection of funds that we believe are among the best of their peers and offer unique characteristics that
can add value when used in a well-diversified investment portfolio tailored to a client’s investment objectives.

Hold:
Sell:
Under Review:

The fund remains on the Recommended List, but is not recommended for adding to or selling from client’s portfolios.
The fund is no longer on recommended list.
The fund’s participation on the Recommended List is under review.

General Disclosures
The information and opinions contained in this report were prepared by Industrial Alliance Securities Inc. (‘iA Securities). iA Securities is owned by Industrial
Alliance Insurance & Financial Services Inc. (‘iA Financial’). iA Financial is a TSX Exchange listed company and as such, iA Securities is related to iA Financial.
The opinions, estimates and projections contained in this report are those of iA Securities as of the date of this report and are subject to change without
notice. iA Securities endeavours to ensure that the contents have been compiled or derived from sources that we believe to be reliable and contain
information and opinions that are accurate and complete. However, iA Securities makes no representations or warranty, express or implied, in respect
thereof, takes no responsibility for any errors and omissions contained herein and accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of, or
reliance on, this report or its contents. Information may be available to iA Securities that is not reflected in this report.
Nothing contained in this report is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. The pro forma and estimated financial
information contained in this report, if any, is based on certain assumptions and management’s analysis of information available at the time that this
information was prepared, which assumptions and analysis may or may not be correct. There is no representation, warranty or other assurance that any
projections contained in this report will be realized.
Opinions, estimates and projections contained in this report are our own as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.
This report is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. The reader should not rely solely on this report in evaluating whether
or not to buy or sell securities of the subject company. The reader should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and talk to your
investment advisor.
Definitions
“The author” means any partner, director, officer, employee or agent of iA Securities who is held out to the public as a publisher of Investment Fund
Research or whose responsibilities to iA Securities include the preparation of any written investment fund research report for distribution to clients or
prospective clients of iA Securities.
“Investment Fund Research” means any written or electronic communication that iA Securities has distributed or will distribute to its clients or the public,
which contain author’s comments concerning current Investment Fund indicators.
Conflicts of Interest
The author and or associates who prepared this report are compensated based upon (among other factors) the overall profitability of iA Securities, which
may include the profitability of investment banking and related services. In the normal course of its business, iA Securities may provide financial advisory
services for issuers. iA Securities will include any further issuer related disclosures as needed.
iA Securities permits the authors to own and trade in the securities discussed herein. In that case, specific holdings disclosures will me made.
The authors Certification
The author whose name appears on the front page of this Investment Fund Research report hereby certifies that (i) the opinions expressed in the
investment fund research report accurately reflect the author’s personal views about the marketplace and are the subject of this report and all strategies
mentioned in this report that are covered by such the author and (ii) no part of the author’s compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly, related
to the specific views expressed by such technical strategies in this report.
The author(s) of this report own(s) the following securities of the issuer(s): None.
Dissemination of Reports
iA Securities uses its best efforts to disseminate its investment fund research reports to all clients who are entitled to receive the firm’s investment fund
research reports, contemporaneously on a timely and effective basis in electronic form, via fax or mail.
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